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abstract: Understanding range limits is a fundamental problem
in ecology and evolutionary biology. In 1963, Mayr argued that “contaminating” gene flow from central populations constrained adaptation in marginal populations, preventing range expansion, while
in 1984, Bradshaw suggested that absence of genetic variation prevented species from occurring everywhere. Understanding stability
of range boundaries requires unraveling the interplay of demography,
gene flow, and evolution of populations in concrete landscape settings. We walk through a set of interrelated spatial scenarios that
illustrate interesting complexities of this interplay. To motivate our
individual-based model results, we consider a hypothetical zooplankter in a landscape of discrete water bodies coupled by dispersal. We
examine how patterns of dispersal influence adaptation in sink habitats where conditions are outside the species’ niche. The likelihood
of observing niche evolution (and thus range expansion) over any
given timescale depends on (1) the degree of initial maladaptation;
(2) pattern (pulsed vs. continuous, uni- vs. bidirectional), timing
(juvenile vs. adult), and rate of dispersal (and hence population size);
(3) mutation rate; (4) sexuality; and (5) the degree of heterogeneity
in the occupied range. We also show how the genetic architecture
of polygenic adaptation is influenced by the interplay of selection
and dispersal in heterogeneous landscapes.
Keywords: species’ borders, niche conservatism, gene flow, demographic constraints, dispersal, source-sink.

A central focus of ecology and evolutionary biology is to
understand the factors that govern the limits of species’
geographical ranges and how those limits change through
time. Indeed, ecology as a discipline is sometimes defined
as the study of the distribution and abundance of organisms (Andrewartha and Birch 1954). Species’ borders can
shift because the environment (including both abiotic and
biotic factors) changes and species track those changes, or
because species’ traits themselves evolve. Understanding
evolutionary range dynamics is a challenging problem that
requires unraveling the interplay of multiple ecological and
evolutionary processes. This huge and multifaceted problem is not just of abstract academic importance but of
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great practical import as well, in areas of applied ecology
ranging from the study and control of invasive species
(Kearney et al. 2009) to predicting how the earth’s biota
will respond to global climate change (Thuiller et al. 2008;
Williams et al. 2008).
Given that understanding species’ distributions has long
been a goal of ecology and biogeography, why is this still
an active research area with many open and intriguing
questions? One reason may be that understanding range
limits requires integrating across different levels of biological organization (Gaston 2009), from genes to the local
spatial and temporal scales of individual behavior, life history, and physiology, to the webs of interactions of species
in communities, and finally to the grand sweep of earth
processes at very large spatial and temporal scales. There
are essentially no systems where in-depth analyses of range
limits have encompassed all these levels. Moreover, there
are far fewer experimental assessments of range limits than
one might imagine (see Angert et al. 2008 for a fine recent
example). Sexton et al. (2009) recently compiled a grand
total of 39 studies that transplanted species across presumptive range margins to assess causal mechanisms for
those margins—a shockingly low number, given the importance of the topic and the ubiquity of experimentation
in other arenas of ecology.
In practice, ecologists often have at least a partial understanding of why species’ range limits occur where they
do (Gaston 2003), and the ecological literature is replete
with many stories about factors that limit species’ distributions (e.g., the numerous illuminating case studies in
Crawford 2008). But given that one understands what limits a species’ range at the present time, why should those
limits be stable over evolutionary timescales? As articulated
long ago by Ernst Mayr (1963), it is a puzzle why evolution
has not altered adaptive traits such that species can occupy
yet wider ranges than they currently do. Tony Bradshaw
(1984, 1991) suggested that range limits occur because
genetic variation permitting adaptation is simply absent.
This may account for some range limits, but given the
ubiquity of genetic variation other factors as well must
surely be involved.
Theoretical studies can help identify the ingredients that
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must enter into a comprehensive answer to Mayr’s puzzle.
There has been a recent flourishing of theory about species’
range limits from both ecological and evolutionary perspectives, and this growth shows no sign of abating. Several
excellent recent reviews (Gaston 2003, 2009; Kawecki 2004,
2008; Bridle and Vines 2007; Bridle et al. 2010; Sexton et
al. 2009; a special 2005 issue of Oikos [108:3–75]; an entire
2009 issue of Proceedings of the Royal Society [276:1391–
1534]) provide syntheses of many range limit issues. Here,
we complement rather than duplicate these reviews. We
first reflect on general issues about range limits that need
to be kept in mind when crafting theoretical models. We
then present results from individual-based models that at
times suggest surprising conclusions about processes that
can influence range dynamics. The models describe evolutionary dynamics in a nested set of increasingly complex
(albeit still simple) spatial scenarios (fig. 1), which pertain
to organisms living in spatially discrete landscapes (as in
the Daphnia example sketched below) but which we suggest illustrate general concepts that pertain more widely
to analyses of range limits. For the first of the scenarios
we consider (one-way migration from a source into a sink;
fig. 1A), we distill key findings from the published literature. These help to illuminate the processes at play in the
new results we present for more complex scenarios.

Ecological Background for Evolutionary
Theory of Range Limits
Considered abstractly, species’ range limits arise because
birth, death, immigration, and emigration rates vary across
space and through time (Caughley et al. 1988; Gaston
2003, 2009; Holt et al. 2005a), and because these rates
causally depend on species’ traits as well as environmental
factors. If we assume for a moment that a species’ traits
are fixed, one approach to range limits is to gauge how
its ecological niche governs where it can persist (Pulliam
2000). As Caughley et al. (1988, p. 773) state, “the edge
of the range marks the point at which, on average, an
individual’s contribution to the next generation is less than
unity,” which is to say that in general (Soberon 2007),
although not always (Pulliam 2000; Holt 2009), the niche
of a species circumscribes that species’ range. That is, the
“niche” of a species is that set of environmental conditions
(including both abiotic and biotic factors) that permits
population persistence (i.e., absolute fitness 1 1 for at least
some densities), gauged at an appropriate spatial scale
(Hutchinson 1978; Chase and Leibold 2003; Soberon 2007;
Holt 2009; Schoener 2009). Thus, the niche is a kind of
mapping of a key aspect of population dynamics—persistence via ability to increase when rare versus extinc-

Figure 1: Source-sink scenarios. Filled ellipses represent occupied habitats within the species’ range, while open ellipses are sink habitats
outside the range. A, Black-hole sink (one-way migration from source to sink, with no emigration from the latter). B, Leaky sink (blackhole sink with emigration from sink but not back to source). C, Two-way coupling between source and sink. D, Two adapted populations
with different phenotypic optima (left and center), one of which serves as the source of migrants to a sink. The phenotypic optimum of
the source population (habitat 2) is 0, of habitat 1 is negative (⫺d), and of the sink is positive (v).
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Figure 2: Landscapes of niche evolution in Daphnia (an abstraction of the study in Hooper et al. 2008). A, Presence (filled circles) and
absence (open circles) of Daphnia in water bodies across a landscape. B, Daphnid “niche”: laboratory characterization of the growth rate
of a clone of Daphnia, as a function of two abiotic variables. C, Position of water bodies from the actual landscape in this abstract
environmental space. To a reasonable approximation, the distribution matches the niche requirements of the species, but with exceptions;
the text notes several plausible explanations for these. D, Arrows show two possible colonization episodes in the real landscapes. The models
discussed in the text suggest that adaptive colonization into sites with r K 0 is very unlikely, compared to colonization into sites with only
slightly negative r. Colonization with adaptation and an evolved shift in the niche boundary of the clade is more likely just outside the
niche boundaries than far outside, simply because extinction should be rapid in the latter. But a series of small evolutionary steps through
the environmental space (dotted lines) might ultimately permit adaptation to the extreme environment.

tion—onto an abstract environment space (Wiens et al.
2010; Eckhart et al. 2011).
Theoretical models of range limits have focused on two
idealized spatial scenarios: smoothly varying environmental gradients (e.g., Roughgarden 1979; Case and Taper
2000) and discrete patches (e.g., Oborny et al. 2009; Bridle
et al. 2010). The latter include marginal population models
(Holt 1983), source-sink models (Pulliam 2000), and
metapopulations composed of many patches (Carter and
Prince 1981). The real world is more complex than these
idealizations. On close inspection, most species reveal irregular, patchy distributions (Bell 2008; Kunin et al. 2009),
often reflecting heterogeneity in the biotic and abiotic environment, which can be substantial even at modest spatial
scales (Bell et al. 1993). For instance, butterflies in the
United Kingdom become more specialized in habitat requirements near their northern range edges, leading to
patchy distributions near range margins (Oliver et al.
2009). Spatially explicit models suggest patchy distributions should be ubiquitous whenever dispersal is limited

and numbers are sufficiently low to permit demographic
stochasticity to loom large, so species’ distributions are
often highly fragmented near range margins (Holt et al.
2005a; Antonovics et al. 2006; Oborny et al. 2009), and
range limits can arise because of metapopulation dynamics
(Holt and Keitt 2000). Such fragmented patterns can be
particularly exaggerated given Allee effects (Keitt et al.
2001) or if biological processes transform smoothly varying gradients into abrupt thresholds in fitness or abundance (Holt and Barfield 2009). Our focus will be on range
limits in patchy landscapes.
To make the abstract ideas presented below a bit more
concrete, we will consider how range limits might shift
because of evolution in an idealized scenario (fig. 2), based
on an illuminating study of the niche of Daphnia magna
in Yorkshire, England, by Hooper et al. (2008). This
daphnid inhabits discrete water bodies (e.g., ponds, lakes;
schematically depicted in fig. 2A), and theoretical range
models assuming discrete habitat patches are quite reasonable. These authors measured the instantaneous growth
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rate of a clone of D. magna as a function of two key aspects
of water chemistry—calcium concentration (required for
exoskeletons) and pH (which influences osmotic balance).
The niche of this daphnid clone is defined (in part) by
combinations of these variables for which it has a positive
intrinsic growth rate (fig. 2B). The authors then compared
these lab assays of the niche to the species’ distribution
(fig. 2A). Almost without exception, water bodies with
values of these two abiotic factors predicting negative
growth rates lacked this species (fig. 2C). So understanding
abiotic niche requirements clearly has explanatory power
in interpreting this species’ distribution.
But some ponds seemed to fit the niche requirements
yet lack the daphnid. One possible explanation is that not
all niche axes are captured by lab assays (e.g., effects of
predatory fish). Another is dispersal limitation, which at
large enough spatial scales constrains most species’ ranges.
Even at local scales, dispersal constraints may prevent suitable habitats from being occupied. This is particularly
likely for species inhabiting transitory habitats or with
strongly unstable population dynamics (Beddington et al.
1976; Hochberg and Ives 1999). Transplant experiments
across range limits sometimes show that a species performs
just fine across the edge (Prince and Carter 1985; Samis
and Eckert 2009), suggesting dispersal limitation. A full
understanding of range limits thus goes beyond ascertaining niche requirements to considering how habitat availability, extinction rates, and colonization rates into a suitable habitat all vary across space (Carter and Prince 1981;
Holt and Keitt 2000).
In a few water bodies in the Hooper et al. (2008) study,
D. magna occurred outside the limits predicted from the
lab determination of the niche. All were near occupied
water bodies, so recurrent immigration could be sustaining
sink populations outside the niche (as in the scenarios of
fig. 1). Another possibility is that because the niche model
was constructed for a single daphnid clone, and many
clones are present (R. Sibly, personal communication),
these “aberrant” populations may represent intraspecific
genetic variation in the niche. The niche is an abstract
character, and like any character it should have genetic
variation within and among populations (Jump and Peñuelas 2005; Roff 2007). Yet it is intriguing that in the
Hooper et al. (2008) study, characterizing the niche of a
single clone did so well at predicting the distribution of
the entire clade, at the spatial scale of Yorkshire. This pattern fits what is called “niche conservatism,” which is the
phenomenon in which a species or clade retains much the
same ecological niche over space and over substantial
spans of evolutionary history (Holt 2009; Wiens et al.
2010). Evolutionary analyses of range limits thus fit into
the broad theme of understanding niche conservatism (Futuyma 2010; Wiens et al. 2010), which may arise because

there is simply no genetic variation available in a species
that permits it to persist in some environments (Bradshaw
1984, 1991; Blows and Hoffmann 2004; Kellerman et al.
2009). Even if genetic variation permitting niche evolution
exists somewhere within a species’ range, many marginal
populations are low in density and fragmented in space
and have unstable dynamics, and hence drift and bottlenecks can drain away what variation is available, precluding responses to selection at the range margin (AlleaumeBenharira et al. 2006; Bakker et al. 2010).
Yet clearly niches and ranges do evolve since different
species in clades often have different niches, and some
species shift their own niches over time in a given location
(Holt and Gaines 1992; Pearman et al. 2008) or after introduction into novel habitats (Gallagher et al. 2010). A
considerable literature has grown up characterizing circumstances that lead to niche evolution versus conservatism and elucidating the implications of niche conservatism for many ecological and evolutionary patterns
(Wiens et al. 2010). Understanding the evolutionary dynamics of the niche, we suggest, is central to understanding
the evolutionary dimension of range limits.
In our D. magna example, the niche can evolve in two
distinct circumstances. Assume that in a patchwork of water bodies, some have conditions within the clade’s niche,
and some outside. For lakes or ponds within the niche,
temporal change in the environment can push conditions
outside the niche. For instance, fishermen might introduce
voracious baitfish that consume zooplankters, or a rapidly
warming climate might alter abiotic conditions of a pond
and hamper population persistence. We can then ask
whether local adaptive evolution rescues these populations
from extinction (Lynch and Lande 1993; Gomulkiewicz
and Holt 1995; Gomulkiewicz and Houle 2009). Alternatively, the environment may be temporally stable but
spatially heterogeneous, with dispersal from water bodies
within the niche (source habitats) to those outside (sink
habitats). Such colonization episodes provide opportunities for evolution, and the range remains stable only if
adaptive evolution permitting persistence outside the niche
does not occur. Colonizing propagules landing in a habitat
outside their niche can experience an abrupt change in
their environment (relative to their ancestral condition);
if they adapt and persist, there has been niche evolution.
In the remainder of the article, we present results of
theoretical studies of adaptive evolution in the niche occurring in idealized landscapes composed of patchy habitats (see fig. 1, where range limits reflect the range of
distinct habitats that a species can utilize). We suggest that
each of these scenarios can help contribute to an understanding of the evolutionary determinants of range limits
of species living in patchy environments. Interesting patterns emerge for each scenario, and moreover, an under-
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standing of evolutionary dynamics in the simpler scenarios
helps in elucidating the processes at play in the more complex ones. The final scenario (fig. 2D) addresses a question
that has not received much attention in the literature: How
does local adaptation within the range already occupied
by a species influence the evolutionary dynamics of the
edge itself?
Evolution in Black-Hole Sinks: Dispersal Pulses
In the “black-hole” sink scenario (fig. 1A), there is dispersal from a source to a sink but no emigration from the
sink. Such dispersal could occur in a variety of ways, from
episodic pulses to continuous flows. Imagine that a waterspout sucks an aliquot of daphnids from one Yorkshire
pond and deposits it in a distant pond with water chemistry outside the species’ niche. Such dispersal pulses could
be infrequent relative to the demographic timescale of extinction. If we consider the fate of a single dispersal pulse
into a novel, hostile environment, in many respects this
resembles what happens in a spatially closed population
experiencing an abrupt change in its environment, except
that initial population abundance and genetic variation
likely differ between the two situations. In both cases, given
conditions outside the species’ niche, without genetic variation extinction is inevitable. But given appropriate genetic variation, the population may decline but then rebound, after mean fitness has been sufficiently increased
by selection. Such adaptation is tantamount to niche evolution in the colonizing propagule.
Working out conditions for evolutionary rescue has received considerable theoretical attention (Gomulkiewicz
and Holt 1995; Antia et al. 2003; Kinnison and Hairston
2007; Bell and Collins 2008; Orr and Unckless 2008; Gomulkiewicz and Houle 2009; Gomulkiewicz et al. 2010).
Here we provide a heuristic summary from these studies
of key factors that determine when one should see niche
evolution rather than extinction after a dispersal pulse.
Two demographic constraints influence the likelihood of
evolutionary rescue in a population suddenly placed in a
sink environment—absolute fitness and initial population
size.
Assume the Daphnia magna moved from one pond to
another are all asexual clones (in reality, in Daphnia some
taxa are asexual and others are cyclic parthenogens with
regular sexuality; Hebert and Finster 2001). Two sources
of variation may be available for selection in the sink:
clonal variation sampled from the source and variation
arising in situ via mutation in the sink. If mutation rates
are negligible, essentially all variation will be introduced
via dispersal. For adaptation in the sink to occur, there
must be strains in the source population “preadapted” to
local conditions, with a positive growth rate in the new

environment, even though the average growth rate of the
introduced propagule is negative. For a clone with a positive growth rate, its chance of successful establishment is
greater, the larger its own initial abundance. So an increase
in the initial numbers of the entire propagule increases
the likelihood that one or more clones will be present in
sufficient numbers for the species to adaptively colonize.
If the colonizing propagule is genetically homogeneous
and has negative growth, its evolutionary rescue depends
entirely on the origination and persistence of mutations
giving positive intrinsic growth rates. For a constant mutation rate, the likelihood of such mutations appearing is
greater with a lower rate of population decline or with a
higher initial population size. The reason is that the total
number of new individuals born in the population after
introduction equals the number of replication events, and
mutation occurs at replication. The cumulative number
of births is larger for lower rates of decline and larger
initial abundance. Evolution outside the niche thus can
be strongly constrained by demography. Proper mathematical formulations of these heuristic observations require one to account for sampling variation in immigration and the stochasticity of births, deaths, and mutations.
If births and deaths are density independent, the fate of
the lineage spawned by each individual is independent of
all other lineages, and the problem can be treated as a
classical branching process (Holt and Gomulkiewicz
1997a; Antia et al. 2003; Orr and Unckless 2008). The
bottom line of such studies is that for clonal genetic variation, nearly all colonization events by modest numbers
of colonizers into environments well outside the niche of
a species, where the initial growth rate of a colonizing
clone is low, lead to extinction rather than establishment.
In a sexual species, if fitness is polygenic, with recombination one can generate novel phenotypes in offspring
generations that deviate greatly from parental phenotypes.
However, demographic constraints can still hamper niche
evolution and adaptive colonization outside the niche. Using deterministic, quantitative-genetic models, Gomulkiewicz and Houle (2009; drawing on analyses in Gomulkiewicz and Holt 1995) explored how demography can
potentially constrain adaptation and persistence in a novel
environment experienced by a colonizing propagule. Given
a population size below which extinction is highly likely,
for a given heritability, increasing the difference between
the original and the novel habitats places the colonizing
population at increasing risk of extinction. Two limitations
of this approach are that it uses a population size threshold
(which is heuristic rather than exact) and that it assumes,
for analytical convenience, fixed genetic variance. Individual-based models (IBMs) provide useful tools for examining a wide range of ecological and evolutionary scenarios
that relax these assumptions (Alleaume-Benharira et al.
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2006; Thibert-Plante and Hendry 2009; Bridle et al. 2010).
In previous articles, we have used an IBM of a sexual
species experiencing selection on a quantitative trait to
explore constraints on adaptive colonization into sink habitats with pulsed (Holt et al. 2005b) and recurrent (Holt
et al. 2003, 2004a, 2004b) colonization. The scenario envisaged is stabilizing (hard) selection in each habitat, with
different optima. One habitat is initially occupied, and the
other is empty. The mean phenotype of colonists into the
empty habitat predicts extinction, but this can be avoided
if selection reduces the degree of maladaptation sufficiently
rapidly. We describe the model in the appendix and here
summarize salient results from prior publications for
pulsed dispersal.
If dispersal into a sink is episodic relative to the timescale of extinction and adaptation, models for sexual species and selection on a polygenic trait lead to conclusions
paralleling those for clonal evolution (Holt et al. 2005a).
Often, colonizing populations simply decline to extinction,
but sometimes populations rebound from low numbers
because selection increases mean fitness sufficiently to permit persistence. The greater the difference in the adaptive
optima between the source habitat and the site of colonization, the lower the initial fitness and the more likely
a colonization event simply fails, rather than leading to
persistence with niche evolution. Likewise, the lower the
initial population size, the more likely one will see extinction rather than adaptive colonization. Empirical studies support the prediction of a strong effect of population
size on survival and adaptation in unfavorable and degrading environments (Bell and Gonzalez 2009; Willi and
Hoffmann 2009). Large initial populations and slow rates
of population decline may be generic requirements for
evolutionary rescue in colonization outside the niche, regardless of genetic details.
So in a metapopulation for which colonization occurs
rarely and dispersing propagules have few individuals,
adaptive colonization far “outside the niche” should rarely
occur and might not be observed at all over reasonable
time horizons, simply because colonizing populations are
usually doomed to rapid extinction. Species will then remain within their ancestral niches, that is, exhibit niche
conservatism. But in other landscapes, the same species
may rapidly evolve in its niche. In our Daphnia example,
in figure 2D adaptive colonization is predicted to be more
likely for dispersal bouts corresponding to the short arrow
than to the long. If niche evolution is more likely across
small environmental changes, a series of small adaptive
leaps may permit a clade to occupy an otherwise hostile
environment, given an accessible chain of environments
(as indicated by the dotted lines toward the bottom of fig.
2D; “bootstrapping through niche space”; Holt and Gaines
1992), which is precluded in other landscapes where dis-

persal is among radically different sources and sinks. As
Caughley et al. (1988, p. 773) noted, “an explanation of
the distributional limits of a species must be rooted in the
geographic facts of environment as much as in the physiological facts of adaptability.” We suggest that evolvability
in general and niche conservatism and evolution in particular likewise reflect the “geographic facts of environment,” as well as factors such as genetic constraints.
Recurrent Dispersal
Now imagine that instead of sporadic dispersal pulses,
immigrants steadily flow into the black-hole sink each generation and sustain a persistent population. For our Daphnia example, a fast-flowing stream might connect one lake
to another, providing a unidirectional flow of immigrants.
Recurrent immigration introduces several ecological and
genetic processes beyond those captured by dispersal pulse
models. We (Holt 1983; Holt and Gomulkiewicz 1997a,
1997b; Gomulkiewicz et al. 1999; Holt et al. 2004a, 2004b)
and others (e.g., Tufto 2001; Kawecki 2008) have explored
models with recurrent immigration into black-hole sinks
in considerable detail. Here we summarize key points that
help illuminate processes at play in more complex
landscapes.
Consider a clonal organism with continuously overlapping generations and a genetically fixed source. With no
density dependence at low abundance, a model of sink
population dynamics is dNsink /dt p rsink N ⫹ I, where Nsink
is population size, rsink is per capita growth rate (!0 in a
sink), and I is immigration rate. This implies an equilibrial
∗
sink abundance of Nsink
p I/ FrsinkF. If a novel mutant
arises in the sink that increases fitness by d, and it expe∗
riences no density dependence at Nsink
, its “struggle for
existence” is driven by its interaction with the sink environment, not with other individuals. Its initial dynamics
will be given (deterministically) by dN /dt p r N , so persistence requires r  1 0. For selection to retain this mutant,
its positive effect d on absolute fitness must be greater than
FrsinkF. The harsher the sink, the greater a mutation’s effect
on fitness must be for it to be captured by natural selection.
This simple argument suggests that the rate of immigration, per se, does not matter in adaptation to a sink.
But if we relax two assumptions, it does. Population dynamics might be density dependent. Increasing immigra∗
tion increases Nsink
(Holt 1983). Given negative density
dependence, this lowers fitness and increases the magnitude of the effect on fitness a mutant must have to persist.
So competition for space or resources, direct interference,
and the like, hamper adaptation to sink habitats (see also
Tufto 2001). This conclusion is reversed with positive density dependence (Allee effects; see Scobie and Wilcock 2009
for an example; Holt et al. 2004a).
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The second assumption was that niche evolution relied
on the fate of just a single mutant. But evolution may
occur because selection culls a constant stream of mutational variation. This is more relevant for recurrent dispersal than for pulsed dispersal, simply because sink populations can persist indefinitely in the former case. As with
pulsed dispersal, this variation could be sampled from the
source or generated in situ in the sink. The amount of
variation sampled from the source should directly scale
with I, and the flux of new mutants arising in the sink
also increases with increased I (because this boosts sink
population size). So immigration can facilitate adaptation
to the sink via increasing the amount of genetic variation
exposed to selection there. But as just noted, given negative
density dependence, it is harder for any given mutant to
become established at higher immigration rates. These two
processes go in opposite directions, so some intermediate
rate of immigration may provide the greatest scope for
adaptation to the sink, given a unidirectional flow from
the source (Gomulkiewicz et al. 1999). It is still the case
that evolution should be constrained in harsher sinks. Perron et al. (2007) provided an experimental demonstration
of these predicted effects, creating sinks for a bacterium
using one or two antibiotics and comparing high- and
low-immigration rates. In both environments, adaptation
was facilitated by higher immigration. This result is consistent with the theory developed for clonal organisms.
Immigration can also facilitate adaptive evolution in
sinks for species with sexuality, random mating, and recombination (Gomulkiewicz et al. 1999; Alleaume-Benharira et al. 2006). Another very important effect for such
species, however, cuts in the opposite direction: mating
between adapted residents and maladapted immigrants
imposes a reproductive cost (migrational load), which lowers average fitness in the sink and at times prevents adaptation entirely. Mayr (1963) resolved his own species
border puzzle by suggesting that gene flow from central
populations constantly swamps peripheral populations,
constraining local adaptation and preventing range expansion (see Paul et al. 2011 for a test of this hypothesis).
A number of empirical and theoretical studies support
the hypothesis that migrational loads can restrict local adaptation in sexual species (e.g., Garcia-Ramos and Kirkpatrick 1997; Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997; Riechert et al.
2001; Bolnick and Nosil 2007; Filin et al. 2008; Anderson
and Geber 2010). This effect can be shown in a discretegeneration model of selection with two alleles A and B at
a single diploid locus in a sink habitat, where immigrants
are homozygous for allele A (see Gomulkiewicz et al. 1999
for more details). If the absolute fitnesses of the three
genotypes is WAA ! WAB ! WBB, selection obviously favors
allele B. But if WAA ! WAB ! 1 ! WBB, adaptation may be
less likely in a sexual species than in an asexual one. If

reproduction is asexual, genotypes breed true; if genotypes
AB and BB are present at low frequency, the latter will
(deterministically) spread. But if the species is sexual with
random mating and B is rare, and mating occurs each
generation after immigration but before selection, most of
the offspring of any BB individual will be AB, and so each
copy of allele B will not replace itself. Meanwhile, allele A
will be replenished via recurrent immigration. Hence, the
population persists but remains maladapted. But if allele
B is sufficiently frequent, BB # BB matings will be frequent enough to offset the reproductive burden imposed
by immigration; above a threshold frequency, allele B will
increase in frequency, BB # BB matings will occur even
more often, and the population will adapt and be able to
persist without immigration. Alternative evolutionary
states show up in many models of adaptive evolution in
sinks with immigration and mating between residents and
immigrants (e.g., Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997; Ronce and
Kirkpatrick 2001; Holt et al. 2004b).
Comparable effects arise with polygenic inheritance. For
the IBM sketched in the appendix, one can track population size and adaptation in a sink with recurrent immigration over many generations. The reproductive cost
of mating between immigrants and residents can hamper
local adaptation, even though recurrent immigration demographically sustains the local population and infuses
genetic variation. Phenomenologically, after immigration
starts, a sink often stays maladapted for a variable and
quite lengthy time period before it rapidly adapts. While
maladapted, it has a low population and is composed
mostly of recent immigrants. Adaptation causes a sudden
increase in abundance (fig. 3A, 3B) and a shift in the
average phenotype toward the sink optimum. This rapid
transition reflects a positive feedback. If a sink is very
severe, extremely long periods of time might elapse before
adaptation occurs (fig. 3C). Range limits are thus likely to
be evolutionarily stable over reasonable timescales in
patchy environments where habitats with very different
adaptive optima are juxtaposed. All these effects are stronger (i.e., niche evolution is less likely, and ranges are evolutionarily stable) if fecundity is low.
With adult migration, the effect of the rate of immigration on the probability of adaptation depends on the
degree of severity of the sink and the mutation rate (details
not shown). Immigration has a particularly negative effect
as one increases the mutation rate (which boosts heritability in the source population). By contrast, if we reorder
life-history events so that juveniles disperse before selection, increasing immigration can enhance adaptation to
the sink (details not shown; see also Ronce and Kirkpatrick
2001). The bottom line is that in sink environments with
populations maintained by recurrent immigration, adaptation is less likely to occur in harsher sink environments,
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as assessed by the degree of maladaptation experienced by
immigrants. Whether an increase in immigration enhances
or inhibits adaptation to the sink depends on the detailed
order of life-history events, the overall level of genetic
variance providing fuel for evolution, the presence of density dependence, and whether one is considering clonal
organisms or sexual species.
Bidirectional Flows
If we now permit emigration from the sink, but emigrants
do not return to the source and are lost to the external
environment (as in fig. 1B), adaptation just becomes more
difficult (details not shown). Such emigration in effect is
no different from increasing mortality (i.e., reducing fitness) in the sink, which we have seen tends to hamper
adaptation. The picture changes quite considerably if emigrants do not disappear into the external world but disperse back to the source (as in fig. 1C). For our Daphnia
example, one might imagine that a body of water is subdivided, with a narrow neck linking the two pieces (e.g.,
kettle lakes formed by glaciers can be nearly subdivided
by moraines) leading to bidirectional flows. If we consider
a single locus, whether a new allele is expected to spread
is determined by a kind of averaging of its fitness effects
over both source and sink environments (Holt and Gaines
1992; Kawecki 1995, 2008; Holt 1996; Kawecki and Holt
2002). Kawecki (2000, 2008) made the important observation that the pattern of dispersal that best favors adaptation to the sink depends on whether the allele has
small or large effects on fitness; intermediate rates of
movement may be least favorable for the spread of mutants
of large (but opposite) effects of fitness in the two habitats.

Figure 3: Niche evolution in a sink. A, Sink population sizes for five
independent simulations. Population size is very low until adaptation
occurs, at which time the abundance quickly increases until limited
by K. For parameters used in this article, this process is generally

irreversible; once adapted, the sink stays adapted (K p 128, 10%
two-way migration, sink maladaptation v p 3 ). B, Population sizes
in the source (solid line) and the sink (dotted line) with two-way
migration (20% each way), and v p 3. When the sink becomes
adapted (about generation 1,600), its population increases, and the
source population drops as back migration from the now-adapted
sink degrades adaptation in the source. Migration is discontinued at
t p 2,000, and the species can now persist in the former sink habitat.
C, Probability of adaptation in a sink as a function of time and
degree of maladaptation. The abscissa is the magnitude of the difference in phenotypic optima between source and sink. Inset shows
fitness as a function of phenotype in the source (v p 0 ) and two
sinks. Expected immigrant mean fitness is shown on top axis. Immigration is at a per capita rate of 5% (one-way adult migration),
and K p 64. To get each point for 1 million generations, 100 runs
were performed, while for the other curves, 400 runs were done.
Fecundity p 4, n p 10 (loci), nm p 0.01 (per haplotype mutation
rate), a2 p 0.05 (variance of Gaussian mutation effect), and q2 p
1 (strength of selection) for all panels. Recurrent colonization into
harsh sinks with low fitness is very unlikely to lead to adaptation,
rather than extinction, over moderate timescales.
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Once the population in the sink starts to adapt, its numbers rise, and emigration back to the source changes the
gene pool there. This in turn alters the genetic composition
of the stream of immigrants into the sink habitat. Given
density dependence, reciprocal dispersal, by altering population size, also alters the fitnesses new alleles experience.
These spatial feedback loops can create nonlinear relationships between the pattern of dispersal and the probability of adaptation to the sink.
In our IBM, we take emigrants from the sink and move
them to the source each generation. This leads to interesting nonlinear effects of dispersal rates on the likelihood
of adaptation. Figure 3B shows an example of population
sizes in the source and the sink with two-way movement.
The sink is maladapted until generation 1,600; the source
population is high, while the sink hovers at low abundances. At that point, the sink rapidly adapts. As its numbers increase, it sends more emigrants back to the source.
This causes the source to become somewhat less well
adapted (note the drop in its population size). At generation 2,000, movement is discontinued, and the sink population persists and continues to hone adaptation. Examples of how the rates of two-way dispersal influence the
probability of adaptation are shown in figure 4. With equal
source and sink carrying capacities (fig. 4A), at low forward-migration rates, the probability of adaptation drops
with increasing back migration. For moderate rates of forward migration, there is little effect of back migration (the
0.7 contour line is close to vertical), while for even higher
forward-migration rates, increasing back migration increases the rate of adaptation. The latter effect is due to
back migration reducing negative density dependence in
the sink, in the lower-right corner. This can be shown if
we weaken density dependence in the sink (fig. 4B), which
facilitates adaptation at higher immigration rates. It is still
the case that at high forward-migration rates, increasing
the backward-migration rate can increase the probability
of adaptation. The magnitude of this increase, however, is
somewhat less (at a forward migration of 25%, the probability of adaptation increases from about 0.1 to 0.99 in
fig. 4A and from about 0.78 to 1 in fig. 4B, as back migration increases).
Emigration from the sink, in effect, reduces the realized
fitness of residents and also reduces the impact of negative
density dependence in the sink, regardless of where emigrants go. So the observed positive effect of emigration back
to the source on sink adaptation must reflect a positive effect
on the source genetic composition, an effect that more than
outweighs the direct fitness loss via emigration and goes
beyond the ecological impact of density dependence. Before
the sink is adapted, its abundance is low, so it will send few
emigrants back to the source. But if the forward-immigration rate is large, then there can be a significant number of

Figure 4: Asymmetry in dispersal influences the likelihood of adaptation to a sink habitat. A, Probability of adaptation of the sink
after 1,000 generations of migration, as a function of forward (from
the source to the sink) and backward (from the sink to the source)
per capita migration rates, in the system of figure 1C. The parameters are fecundity p 4, source and sink K p 128, nm p 0.01,
a2 p 0.05, q2 p 1, and sink maladaptation p 3. B, Same as A, except
that in order to reduce the impact of density dependence in the sink,
we increase the ceiling carrying capacity there to K p 256 , while the
source K remains at 128. Probabilities were found for migration rates
in increments of 0.025 (backward migration could be 0, but not
forward migration), and contours at each point were calculated using
the four nearest calculated values.
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survivors of selection, even in a maladapted sink population,
some fraction of which (the ordinate in fig. 4) then migrates
back to the source. This can easily average several individuals
per generation. These individuals have survived selection in
the sink and so tend to have alleles better adapted to the
sink than do average individuals in the source. These back
migrants mate with individuals in the source; this perturbs
the genetics of the source population and thus of the pool
of sink immigrants, in a way tilted toward aiding adaptation
to the sink. More detailed analyses of the time series of
adaptation (details not shown) reveal that the coupling with
the sink on source population genetics starts to have an
effect even before abundance starts to rise substantially in
the sink population.
Increasing immigration rates at low levels often facilitates
adaptation to the sink in these examples. Overall, whether
an increase in dispersal hampers or facilitates adaptation
depends on the fate of emigrants, the degree of asymmetry
in movement rates, and the impact of density dependence.
If emigrants return to the source, this is much better for
adaptation than is emigration to the external environment.
When the population in the sink is sufficiently large that
density dependence is experienced, and emigrants return to
the source, the magnitude of the fitness cost of emigration
is reduced if local density decreases in the sink, and increased
emigration can facilitate adaptation.
Transgressive Evolution in Heterogeneous Landscapes
The final scenario we consider is for a species already
adapted to two habitats with different adaptive optima
arrayed along a gradient and coupled by dispersal (fig.
1D). The occupied habitats comprise its geographical
range. A third habitat is present, but the species initially
is too maladapted to persist there without recurrent immigration. This arrangement could describe habitats arrayed along a gradient with localized dispersal (e.g., nearest-neighbor movement). For our Daphnia magna
example, one could imagine local adaptation among ponds
located along a gradient in bedrock chemistry, with slowmoving streams coupling three water bodies. The question
we consider is how the magnitude of heterogeneity and
local adaptation in the occupied landscape influences the
likelihood of niche evolution permitting its persistence
outside its initial range.
Habitats 1 and 2 (fig. 1D) are initially occupied by
adapted populations, and stabilizing selection occurs in
each with different optima (⫺d and 0, respectively). Each
recipient population receives immigrants that are on average maladapted, relative to local conditions. Hence, each
has a mean phenotype displaced from the local adaptive
optimum, in the direction of the other habitat. The magnitude of this displacement reflects the blend of gene flow

and selection. The sink has conditions outside the species’
niche, but a population is sustained there by recurrent
immigration from habitat 2. Using individual-based simulations, we characterized probability of adaptation to the
sink over 1,000 generations, as a function of the difference
in the phenotypic optima between the two occupied habitats (d), for a fixed difference between the sink and the
source of immigrants (habitat 2, in the middle of fig. 1D).
As habitat 1 becomes increasingly different from habitat
2 (the source), this should pull the average phenotype in
the source habitat in a direction away from the sink optimum, so on average immigrants into the sink should be
increasingly maladapted there. Given this, we expected that
this should make adaptation to the sink progressively
harder, and so the range would be more likely to remain
constrained over reasonable time horizons if the species
occupies an increasingly heterogeneous landscape.
It turns out that this intuition is only partly correct. As
one gradually increases the difference in optima between
the occupied habitats, at first it indeed becomes more
difficult for adaptation to the sink to occur (fig. 5). But
then this trend turns around, and increasing heterogeneity
within the occupied range substantially facilitates adaptation to the sink. This nonlinear relationship between the
heterogeneity of environments encompassed within the
range and the propensity to successfully adapt and colonize
beyond the initial range edge holds for a wide range of
sink maladaptation (the difference in phenotypic optima
between source and sink; fig. 5A) and for one to many
genetic loci (fig. 5B). Note that figure 5A is for two-way
dispersal coupling all adjacent populations in figure 1D,
whereas figure 5B is for unidirectional dispersal, left to
right; the pattern is robust to this change in the pattern
of dispersal. It also holds for all values of carrying capacities we have examined (in this section, we generally used
a modest K to speed up computation, but results at higher
K are very similar). Figure 5B shows that for sufficiently
high d, the probability of adaptation again begins to drop
with increasing d. This is likely because alleles from habitat
1 introduced into habitat 2 are now so maladapted there
that they are more or less immediately eliminated by selection and hence have little effect on the source’s genetics.
Thus, the probability of adaptation in the sink approaches
that which is expected, were the source not coupled to
another habitat along the gradient (as in fig. 1C; this is
also very close to the probability of adaptation for d p
0, i.e., habitats 1 and 2 having the same optima).
To interpret this intriguing and unexpected finding (i.e.,
the increase in adaptation with increasing d), we examined
in more detail the genetic details underlying the process
of adaptation. Before adaptation, the sink habitat outside
the species’ range has few individuals and, to a reasonable
approximation, can be ignored in terms of understanding
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Figure 5: Transgressive evolution into unoccupied habitats, permitted by local adaptation and migration among occupied sites. A, Probability of adaptation after 1,000 generations of 10% two-way migration between a source at phenotypic optimum p 0 (habitat 2)
and a sink at phenotypic optimum given in the key. The source is
linked by two-way 10% migration with another adapted population
(habitat 1) with phenotypic optimum equal to the negative of the
abscissa. There are 10 loci, and 3,000 generations of migration between habitats 1 and 2 elapse before migration to the sink starts. B,
Same as A, except that the number of loci is 1, 2, and 10 (given in
the key), there is one-way migration (both between adapted populations and to the sink), and the sink maladaptation (phenotypic
optimum) p 3. For both A and B, nm p 0.01, a2 p 0.05, q2 p 1,
and K p 64.

interactions between populations and the emergent genetic
structure within the occupied range (for one-way dispersal,
of course, the sink never has any effect on the occupied
range). The interplay of gene flow and local selection affects not just the average phenotype of potential immigrants into the sink habitat but the entire distributions of
genotypic and allelic values available for dispersal (the ge-

notype or genotypic value of an individual refers to the
genetic contribution to its phenotype, which is the sum
of all its allelic values). We suggest that the impact of gene
flow on the entire genotypic distributions, and in particular the prevalence of extreme genotypes, is responsible
for the effect shown in figure 5.
We examined the distributions of genotypes and allelic
values of an adapted population (habitat 2 in fig. 1D, which
we refer to as the recipient source) receiving recurrent
migration from another adapted population (habitat 1,
which we call the provider source) with a different phenotypic optimum, both with and without back migration.
With unidirectional migration, the recipient source population (habitat 2) receives a constant influx of genotypes
adapted to the provider source environment (habitat 1),
which affects the recipient population’s genetic structure.
An example of the probability density functions (PDFs)
of genotypic values in the recipient source is shown in
figure 6A. This population has a phenotypic optimum of
0, and the key gives the optimum of the provider source
(which is ⫺d). If both populations have the same phenotypic optimum (the curve labeled 0), the PDF is very
similar to that of a single population with no immigration.
Given a difference in phenotypic optima, the mean genotype of the recipient source is pulled toward that of the
other habitat. The PDFs of the genotypic values show that
if the two habitats have similar optima (d is low), the effect
is mostly to shift the entire distribution toward the provider source optimum (to the left). However, for larger d,
the distribution broadens significantly and in an asymmetric fashion. There is understandably a fat tail in the
distribution in the direction of the provider source (representing the contribution of immigrant alleles). But importantly, the tail of the distribution that is in the opposite
direction is also increased.
Before we attempt to explain this effect, note that individuals with genotypes in this upper tail would be less
maladapted, were they to move to the sink, than would
individuals with the mean genotype of the population
(which is pulled away from the sink). If adaptation depends on colonization by rare individuals that by chance
are not too maladapted to the sink, an increase in the
upper tail of the PDF could account for the increased
likelihood of adaptation with increasing d seen in figure
5. (Note that for the larger differences in phenotypic optima shown, 1.5 and above, the genetic distributions tend
to become trimodal. This is due to alleles of large effect
at one locus, as discussed below.)
As the entire distribution of genotypic values in a focal
population is significantly changed by recurrent migration,
the distribution of allelic values at various loci must also
change. To examine this, we calculated the PDF of the
difference between each allelic value in the recipient source
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Figure 6: Influence of immigration on the distribution of genotypic
and allelic values. A, Probability density function (PDF) of the genotype in a population adapted to a habitat (habitat 2 in fig. 1D)
with optimum phenotype p 0 and recurrent immigration (one way)
of 10% from a population adapted to a habitat (habitat 1) with a
different phenotypic optimum (given in the key). The distributions
were found by averaging over the entire adult population for 500
generations of each run, for 1,000 independent runs (K p 64,
nm p 0.01, a2 p 0.05, q2 p 1, n p 10). B, PDF of allelic values in
the recipient population, relative to the average allelic value of the
corresponding loci in the sink (calculated each generation), for simulations of panel A.

and the average value for the corresponding locus of the
provider source population, in corresponding generations,
averaged over all loci for many generations and many
independent simulations. These differences are dominated
by a narrow peak around 0, indicating that most recipient
population alleles are actually the same or very close in
their phenotypic effects to provider source alleles at the
same locus (fig. 6B; note the logarithmic scale). For sufficient differences in phenotypic optima, there is also a
second prominent peak in the PDF. For these peaks, the
recipient source has allelic values higher than correspond-

ing values in the provider source, even though the latter’s
phenotypic optimum is lower.
There is a constant infusion into the recipient source
of alleles adapted to the provider source, some of which
survive even though they degrade adaptation in the recipient. This creates a genetic environment for selection
in which some alleles are favored that would not be favored
without recurrent immigration. Alleles with strong phenotypic effects of opposite polarity to those common in
the provider source, when combined by mating with alleles
brought in by immigration from the provider source, can
result in an offspring genotype near the recipient habitat’s
phenotypic optimum. In other words, if fitness is determined by a polygenic trait with additive genetic effects,
gene flow can foster the retention of a small pool of alleles
with relatively extreme phenotypic effects in the opposite
direction of the provider source population. If by chance
individuals with these alleles immigrate to the sink, they
will have a higher average initial fitness there than expected
from the average phenotype of their population. We suggest that this accounts for the effect shown in figure 5.
To examine the effects of gene flow on genetic architecture further, we calculated the difference between average provider and recipient source allelic values at each
locus through time, for 10% one-way recurrent immigration and 10 loci (fig. 7A). After migration starts, there is
a period of about 500 generations during which there are
differences at several loci, then 500 generations with significant differences at two loci, before the difference becomes confined to one locus, after which it tends to remain
in this state. Therefore, the upper peaks in the PDFs of
figure 6B are likely due to alleles at a single locus for each
population (the difference in phenotypic optima for fig.
7A is 2.5). Alleles at nine loci follow the provider source,
with alleles at the other locus deviating sharply in the other
direction. A comparable pattern emerges by generation
3,000 over multiple independent runs: most of the genetic
differences between the source and the recipient populations are concentrated in a single locus. The pattern can
be seen more clearly by examining a two-locus model for
which the average allelic values at each locus for each
population can be shown (fig. 7A shows only the providerrecipient population differences at each locus and has 10
curves, most of which overlap around 0). In figure 7B
(with two loci), one-way dispersal starts at generation 0,
before which the provider source alleles are near ⫺0.6 (its
optimum is ⫺2.5, and there are four alleles per individual)
and the recipient source alleles are near 0 (its optimum).
Shortly after dispersal starts, locus 2 in the recipient population moves toward locus 2 of the provider source (and
then tracks it), while recipient locus 1 moves in the opposite direction.
As has been long known, if one subjects two populations
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Figure 7: Changes in genetic architecture resulting from the interplay
of gene flow and selection. A, Difference between source and recipient
populations in mean allelic value at each of 10 loci over 3,000 generations under the conditions of figure 6, with source and recipient
differing in phenotypic optimum by 2.5. For the first 500 generations,
there are significant differences at several loci, then from generations
500 to 1,000 at only two loci, and after that at only one locus. B,
Time plots of average allelic values at both loci (one locus in solid
lines, the other dashed lines) in two populations (source, thin lines;
recipient, thick lines) in a two-locus model. One-way 10% migration
from the source to the recipient population starts at generation 0.
Phenotypic optima are ⫺2.5 for the source and 0 for the recipient
population; K p 64, and other parameters are as in figure 6.

to stabilizing selection with different optima, and then
crosses them, the resultant hybrid population has a greater
genetic variance than either parental population. This
straightforward effect, however, does not explain the patterns we see, which only emerge gradually over time with
recurrent migration and often involve differences concentrated at one or a few loci. A change in genetic architecture
in effect occurs in some cases in our models as species
evolve in their niche to utilize sink habitats. An analytic
understanding of this phenomenon would require an ex-

plicit formal analysis of the interplay of selection, gene
flow, and drift in a multilocus context, which goes beyond
what we are aiming at in this article. But some phenomenological observations arising from our simulations may
be useful in moving toward such an analysis. As figure 7A
shows, initially the genetic difference between populations
is spread over a number of loci. But each increase in the
difference at one locus reduces the selection leading to
larger differences at other loci (or can cause selection leading to smaller differences). All loci have a continual influx
of provider source alleles. So we conjecture that having
the difference concentrated at one locus is a more stable
solution, given that all other alleles just converge in value
to those of the source. The one locus that is very different
between the two populations then continues to experience
strong selection against the source alleles. Were the differences between the populations spread over many loci,
it would be more difficult to maintain the differences,
leading to constant shifting as to which loci are different;
this indeed appears to be what is happening shortly after
immigration is initiated in figure 7A. It is notable in our
simulations that the locus that initially has the largest differentiation need not be the one sustaining the largest
difference in the long run. This doubtless reflects the
chance vicissitudes of which loci happen to pick up favorable mutations, which is not guaranteed to be the locus
that initially showed the greatest differentiation.
We should note that these interesting effects at the genetic level are most notable when there is a low mutation
rate, so heritability is low (details not shown). At higher
mutation rates, much less of the genetic difference between
the two populations is focused at a single locus. Yet the
nonlinear pattern shown in figure 5, relating heterogeneity
in the occupied range to the rate of adaptive colonization
outside of it, qualitatively continues to hold even with
higher mutation.
Different evolutionary results might arise for different
landscape structures. If instead of the sink being beyond
the margin of the occupied range along a gradient (as in
fig. 1D), for historical reasons it might happen to be intermediate in both space and its local optimum. So along
the phenotype axis, source 1 might have optimum ⫺d, the
middle habitat (the sink) optimum 0, and source 2 an
optimum of ⫺d, with both sources providing immigrants
to the sink. Measured against the source-sink scenario of
figure 1C (see fig. 3C), adaptation to the sink via selection
on a quantitative trait should now happen quite rapidly
in sexual species. The reason is that mixed matings from
the two sources produce offspring with intermediate phenotypes that should be well-adapted to the sink. In other
words, “holes” in a sexual species’ niche might be expected
to be rapidly filled. By contrast, if the three habitats are
arranged as in figure 1D and have optima ⫺d, 0, and then
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again ⫺d (the sink), local adaptation to the middle habitat
itself might at first glance be expected to slow further
expansion of the species, if dispersal is restricted to nearest
neighbors (a reviewer suggested this possibility to us).
However, note that there are large tails on both sides of
the genotypic distribution in figure 6A, with a particularly
fat tail in the direction of the source population. Therefore,
adaptation to the sink can be facilitated in this case, because the middle population contains a substantial pool
of genotypes expected to have reasonable fitness when put
into the sink. These different potential outcomes of range
evolution reflect again the insight of Caughley et al. (1988)
that range limits reflect the “geographic facts of environment.”
Discussion
Understanding why range limits are stable, over short to
long timescales, has been a long-standing objective of ecology and evolutionary biology. A full understanding of both
stable and unstable range dynamics, we suggest, requires
analysis of the interplay of demographic and evolutionary
processes, in the context of particular landscapes. In this
article, we have not attempted to provide a comprehensive
review of the entire literature, which has been the focus
of a number of excellent reviews recently and is in any
case growing rapidly. Instead, we have used simplified spatial scenarios (see fig. 1) and individual-based models of
coupled demography and evolution to bring out general
issues that we believe cut across many of the details of
particular models and systems. We have suggested that
there is an intimate relationship between the range limit
issue and understanding more broadly the evolution of
species’ niches. There is growing interest in comprehending the causes and consequences of niche conservatism,
versus niche evolution, in heterogeneous environments
(Futuyma 2010; Wiens et al. 2010), and studies of range
limits provide one potential arena for testing many proposed theories.
The reason the studies of ranges and niches are not
essentially synonymous is that ranges reflect the history of
dispersal as well as niche requirements. When dispersal is
limited, suitable habitat may not be occupied because of
dispersal barriers (Pulliam 2000). Conversely, habitats may
be outside the niche yet occupied (even at high abundance)
because of high rates of dispersal maintaining sink populations. If dispersal occurs episodically, an island biogeographic or metapopulation perspective on range limits may
be particularly germane. We first sketched models showing
that given dispersal pulses into habitats outside the niche,
in general one expects to see extinction rather than evolution, unless the number of colonizing individuals is large
and the initial growth rate is not too low. If biogeographic

ranges are influenced in large measure by an occasional
trickle of dispersers arriving in new locations at low numbers, we would expect species to tend to occupy ranges
with habitats already within their niche, rather than to
frequently invade outside. The basic reason is that extinction readily overwhelms evolution during colonization
attempts outside the niche.
With recurrent immigration, we have suggested that a
number of new issues arise. In addition to providing a
fresh supply of genetic variation, immigrants can also
maintain populations for which density dependence becomes important (which can make adaptation more difficult) and, in sexual, randomly mating species, can further
impose a migrational load on the resident population. Our
individual-based models show that which of these effects
predominates may depend on details such as the ordering
of events in the life history, the effect of density dependence at ambient population levels in the sink, and underlying rates of mutation. When descendents of emigrants end up back in the original source, spatial feedback
effects can arise, such that intermediate rates of movement in each direction may often facilitate adaptation to
the sink. Expanding spatial models to include asymmetric
patterns of movement, rather than simply assuming simple diffusion-like movement patterns, may provide novel
insights into both the statics and the dynamics of species
ranges.
The effect of dispersal on genetic variation is particularly
important. Gene flow along gradients with spatially varying selection can pump up variation, relaxing constraints
on adaptation along the gradient (Barton 2001; Polechova
et al. 2009). This effect can be weakened by stochastic
processes in low-density populations at range margins
(Bridle et al. 2010). In our models of niche evolution in
discrete habitats, such stochasticity can lead to long transient phases during which a species remains restricted in
its range in a kind of quasi-stable equilibrium. Our observation that gene flow can alter the genetic architecture
underlying differences between populations in a quantitative trait is not new, although our application of this
observation appears to be. Griswold (2006), for instance,
carried out simulation studies of a quantitative trait for
which selection was on fecundity and mutation was described by a symmetrical, back-to-back distribution of mutational effects at each of a large number of loci. He
showed that as migration increased, alleles of larger magnitude in their effect accounted for proportionally more
of the phenotypic differences between populations. Although our model makes different assumptions, we too
find that genetic architecture changes with recurrent immigration. Thus, the genetic architecture underlying trait
variation within and among populations may itself reflect
the interplay of selection and dispersal in heterogeneous
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landscapes. One surprising (to us) consequence is that
heterogeneity within a species’ initial occupied range may
facilitate its evolutionary scope for further expansion
outside that range. The reason is that the interplay of
selection and gene flow within populations alters the entire distributions of genotypes available for sampling by
emigration and may increase the number of individuals
found in a fattened tail, who are incidentally more likely
to be able to found populations outside the range of
habitats already occupied by the species. In general, the
details of genetic architecture and the magnitude of the
phenotypic effect of likely mutations appear to matter
greatly in range dynamics (Kawecki 2000, 2008; Gomulkiewicz et al. 2010; Kimbrell 2010; Turner and Wong
2010). This is particularly likely if adaptive evolution
permitting persistence requires adaptation to multiple
distinct ecological factors, where genetic correlations can
constrain evolution (Blows and Hoffmann 2004; Hellmann and Pineda-Krch 2007; Gomulkiewicz and Houle
2009; Walsh and Blows 2009).
All of these issues, we suggest, should be revisited across
a broader landscape of models. For instance, we have assumed that dispersal rates are fixed, but selection can also
act on dispersal itself, with ramifying secondary effects on
the likelihood of local adaptation and evolutionarily stable
range limits (Rowell 2009). Organisms that can adaptively
choose habitats can thereby make evolution less likely to
craft adaptation to low-fitness habitats and so indirectly
constrain range limits. Conversely, if phenotypic plasticity
or learning makes organisms less poorly adapted to a given
habitat, the evolution of adaptations permitting persistence there can be facilitated (Chevin and Lande 2009;
Levin 2009; Sutter and Kawecki 2009). Alternative assumptions about movement may make it more or less
likely that range evolution depends, say, on genes of minor
versus major effect.
The above models treat the environment as an unchanging template against which evolution unfolds. But
environments change through time, and understanding
range limits will ultimately require grappling with temporal as well as spatial variation. Moreover, organisms alter
their environments and thereby shift the milieu of evolution (Odling-Smee et al. 2003). Such effects have been
almost entirely ignored in the literature on ecological and
evolutionary determinants of range limits (Holt 2009).
Most species are influenced by interactions with other species, leading in some situations to constraints on evolution
of habitat use and range limits (e.g., Holt 1990; De Mazancourt et al. 2008; Price and Kirkpatrick 2009). Conversely, in other cases, interspecific interactions can cause
rapid shifts in species’ distributions (to both shrink and
expand them), beyond that expected from single species
dynamics alone (Nuismer and Kirkpatrick 2003; Case et

al. 2005; Moorcroft et al. 2006; Antonovics 2009; Holt and
Barfield 2009; Van der Putten et al. 2010), and can at times
hamper niche evolution (Holt 1990; De Mazancourt et al.
2008). When a single species splits into two, what happens
to its subsequent ranges should depend in part on the role
of ecology in speciation itself. For instance, consider a
peripheral population constrained in its ability to adapt
because of gene flow from a central population (what we
might call a “Mayrian” range limit). Once this population
does adapt, it should experience selection for reproductive
isolation precluding mating with maladapted immigrants
(Antonovics 1976). If the range limit of the ancestral species along a gradient had been hampered by gene flow,
breaking gene flow could allow continued expansion by
the new species along the gradient, whereas back expansion
might be precluded by the established presence of its sister
species. Conversely, if there is sympatric speciation associated with local ecological differentiation, an open question is the degree to which this local coexistence translates
into coexistence across broader spatial scales. The interplay
of community ecology, speciation theory, and range theory
is just beginning to be developed (McPeek 2007) but will
doubtless prove key for understanding the statics and dynamics of species’ ranges.
The interplay of ecology and evolutionary processes can
lead to shrinking, as well as expansion, of species’ ranges.
We have not emphasized this in the results we have presented, but in some cases species can initially be habitat
generalists but lose their adaptations to particular habitats.
In some cases, this can be due to gene flow (as in migrational meltdown; Ronce and Kirkpatrick 2001), and this
evolutionary trimming of the niche can be reinforced by
strong density dependence at low densities (Gomulkiewicz
et al. 1999). Another nonadaptive process that can lead to
evolutionary habitat loss is the accumulation of locally
deleterious mutations in habitats where a species is low
in abundance to start with because selection is less effective
at weeding such mutants out of populations (Kawecki et
al. 1997). Selective forces can also more directly lead to
range shrinkage when there are trade-offs in performance
across space because selection can in effect “weight” habitats differently. In some situations, natural selection tends
to be automatically biased toward habitats that are abundantly, rather than sparsely, occupied or where fitness is
greater (as in source-sink dynamics; Holt and Gaines 1992;
Kawecki 1995, 2008; Holt 2003; Cohen 2006). In others,
the functional form of the trade-off in performance across
space itself favors the evolution of habitat specialization
(Holt 2003), and selection actively eliminates certain habitats from the spatial repertoire of a species. Given frequency-dependent interactions among individuals, populations even can be driven toward extinction by selection
in a kind of “evolutionary suicide” (Webb 2003; Rankin
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and López-Sepulcre 2005; Burt and Trivers 2006). If the
conditions favoring such “suicide” vary across space, range
limits might arise for reasons very different from explanations based on failure to adapt to the external
environment.
Theoretical studies have made great strides toward providing an answer to Mayr’s puzzle, but the answer turns
out to be more subtle and complex than simply the
swamping of local adaptation by recurrent gene flow from
central to peripheral populations. And there is much left
to do. Given the importance of understanding range limits
as a component of global change, we see an urgent need
for the development of models of coupled evolutionary
and demographic dynamics, along the general lines of
those we have presented but tied much more closely to
the biology of particular species in concrete environmental
settings (Angilletta 2009). A nice example of a step toward
such a tailored theory of evolutionary rescue and range
limits has recently been provided by Kearney et al. (2009),
who combine physiological models and evolutionary theory to make predictions about how the range of the dengue
mosquito Aedes aegypti is likely to adjust to climate change.
In addition to the practical utility of such models for gauging the evolutionary dimensions of biotic responses to
global change, we suggest that such models will provide
powerful testing grounds for general evolutionary theory
on the statics and dynamics of species’ borders.
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APPENDIX
An Individual-Based Model for
Analyzing Niche Evolution
The model tracks each individual and its genotype in an
environment composed of several discrete habitats, one or
more of which initially has conditions outside the species’
niche (i.e., a sink habitat at the edge of a species’ range).
We assume a diploid population with discrete generations.
There is stabilizing selection on a quantitative trait determining the probability of juvenile to adult survival with
different phenotypic optima among habitats (see inset in

fig. 3C) and fixed adult fecundity. We mainly consider a
flow of life-history events that starts with birth, followed
by selection on survival, adult migration, density dependence, and finally random mating to produce the next
generation (although in the text, we briefly consider an
alternative ordering of life-history events).
Genetic variation is depleted by selection and drift and
replenished by mutation, so heritability of the trait experiencing selection can vary rather than be fixed. As in earlier
publications (e.g., Holt et al. 2003, 2004b), the individualbased simulations rely on the same basic assumptions as
those used by Bürger and Lynch (1995), who studied adaptation to a continually changing environment for a single character determined by additive genetic variation at
multiple loci. The key genetic assumptions are as follows.
There are n additive loci, with no dominance or epistasis,
and free recombination; each allele contributes a fixed
amount to the individual’s realized phenotype, which is
the sum of these allelic values over all n loci plus a Gaussian
environmental term with unit variance. Mutational input
maintains variation (assuming the “continuum-of-alleles”
model). Mutations occur in each generation with a probability of nm (generally 1%) per haplotype per generation;
the mutational effects (added to the previous allelic value)
have a Gaussian distribution, with a mean of 0 and variance of a2 (typically 0.05 in our simulations). Most mutations have a small effect on the phenotype and fitness,
but mutants of large effect can occasionally occur. Our
standard assumptions produce an average genetic variance
and heritability of about 0.06, although we sometimes use
a high-mutation rate giving higher values (heritability
around 0.25). This does not alter our qualitative conclusions.
Initially, the species is adapted to one or more source
habitats and not present in the sink. We allow the source
habitats to evolve over 1,000 generations (or 3,000 generations for the fig. 1D scenario), so as to reach demographic and evolutionary equilibrium. At this phenotypic
near-equilibrium, there is an underlying churning at the
genetic level, due to the interplay of mutation, drift, and
selection. Thus, a continual supply of novel variants arises,
which can be “tested” in the sink. After this initialization,
we start dispersal, which may be either episodic or recurrent (at a constant per capita rate among habitats), and
repeat the simulations for 400 sinks for each parameter
set (unless otherwise indicated). Migrants into the sink
tend to be maladapted, to a degree that depends on the
difference in phenotypic optima between the source and
the sink (which we refer to as the sink maladaptation, v).
Because we are focusing on conditions outside the species’
niche, the sink populations tend to be at low abundance
(for low to moderate immigration rates), and so genetic
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variation can be depleted by drift, which can slow the
response to selection (Willi et al. 2006).
We assume a “ceiling” form of density dependence,
which limits the number of reproducing adults to a carrying capacity Ki for habitat i; growth is density independent if there are fewer adults. If there are more than Ki
adults after immigration, Ki individuals are sampled without replacement from the pool of available adults to mate
as females. For each, a random adult is chosen (with replacement) to act as male. This mating system avoids an
Allee effect at low densities (see below). Individuals produce gametes, some of which may carry mutations. Each
mated pair produces f offspring, surviving to adulthood
with probability exp {⫺(z ⫺ z i)2/2q 2}, where z is the realized phenotype of a given individual, zi is the optimum
phenotype in habitat i, and q2 is inversely proportional to
the strength of stabilizing selection. (The sink maladaptation v is the difference between source and sink zi.) This
is the stage at which selection occurs. If the average z value
is too far from the optimum, mean fitness is below 1, and
the population tends to decline. Individuals surviving
mortality are adults and either stay in their natal habitat
or migrate to another habitat with some fixed probability.
In this individual-based model, stochasticity enters in
several ways. At the genetic level, mutation is stochastic.
Immigrants to the sink have multilocus allelic combinations that vary because of random sampling. Finally, because survival is probabilistic, there is both genetic drift
and chance variation in population size. We defined a sink
population as “adapted” if its average genotype at the end
of a simulation was closer to the sink optimum than it
was to the source optimum. We can also define a sink to
be adapted if its average fitness is greater than 1. This leads
to very similar results (not shown). For populations that
are adapted by these criteria, persistence is likely if immigration is discontinued. With adult migration and a
moderate mutation rate (1% per haplotype), we previously
reported a small positive effect of an increasing migration
rate on adaptation (Holt et al. 2003). However, those results assumed a monogamous mating system with fixed
average fecundity per mating pair. Monogamous mating
with fixed average fecundity per pair introduces a small
Allee effect for low population sizes, because when the
population size is an odd number, one individual does not
mate. In general, with Allee effects, an increase in immigration increases fitness at low abundances, which facilitates adaptation in a wide range of models (Holt et al.
2004a). When this Allee effect is removed, the migration
rate still has an effect, but it is rather modest and depends
in magnitude and direction on how severe the sink is and
the overall level of genetic variation maintained by mutation in the source. The mating system used here, as
described above, avoids this Allee effect.
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